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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF MAINE 

 
 
CHARLES OUELLETTE, AMELIA ARNOLD, ) 
MAINE PHARMACY ASSOCIATION,  ) 
MAINE SOCIETY OF HEALTH-SYSTEM  ) 
PHARMACISTS, RETAIL ASSOCIATION OF ) 
MAINE, and PHARMACEUTICAL RESEARCH ) 
AND MANUFACTURERS OF AMERICA,  ) 
       ) 
   Plaintiffs   ) 
       ) Civil No. 1:13-cv-00347-NT 
   v.    ) 
       ) 
JANET MILLS, in her official capacity as  ) 
Attorney General of the State of Maine, and   ) 
H. SAWIN MILLETT, JR., in his official  ) 
capacity as Commissioner of the Department of ) 
Administrative & Financial Services for the  ) 
the State of Maine,     ) 
       ) 
   Defendants.   ) 
 

DEFENDANTS’ MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO  
PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Defendants Janet T. Mills and H. Sawin Millet, Jr., submit this memorandum in 

opposition to the motion of Charles Ouellette, Amelia Arnold, the Maine Pharmacy Association, 

the Maine Society of Health-System Pharmacists, the Retail Association of Maine, and the 

Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America for an order preliminarily enjoining 

defendants from enforcing Public Law 2013, Chapter 373, an amendment to the Maine 

Pharmacy Act (the “2013 Amendment”).  Plaintiffs’ Complaint alleges that the 2013 

Amendment (A) is preempted by the federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (“FDCA”) and (B) 

violates the foreign Commerce Clause of the United States Constitution.   
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The 2013 Amendment restricts the reach of the Maine Pharmacy Act by providing that 

certain conduct will not constitute the unlawful practice of pharmacy or otherwise violate the 

Maine Pharmacy Act.  The 2013 Amendment says nothing about whether the conduct covered 

by that Amendment violates federal law or other Maine law.  Contrary to plaintiffs’ repeated 

mischaracterizations, the 2013 Amendment does not affirmatively “authorize” anyone to buy 

prescription drugs from licensed pharmacies in any foreign country. 

No plaintiff alleges that it has engaged or plans to engage in conduct covered by the 2013 

Amendment.  Thus, the 2013 Amendment does not apply to plaintiffs, and plaintiffs do not 

allege that either defendant is planning to enforce the 2013 Amendment against any plaintiff.  

Plaintiffs seek to enjoin the enforcement of an amendment that does not apply to them. 

Plaintiffs failed to show they will suffer immediate, irreparable injury if an injunction is 

not entered.  Although plaintiffs claim that the 2013 Amendment is preempted by the FDCA, 

their real concern seems to be that the 2013 Amendment violates the FDCA.  This concern is not 

well-founded.  In any event, only the federal government, not a private litigant, may enforce the 

FDCA.  See Buckman Co. v. Plaintiffs’ Legal Comm., 531 U.S. 341, 349 n.4 (2001) (no private 

right of action to enforce FDCA). 

Plaintiffs also conjecture that Maine patients may be harmed by the 2013 Amendment.  

This claim is pure speculation based on a chain of hypotheticals.  Moreover, a plaintiff must 

show injury to itself, not to third parties, in order to invoke the federal court’s jurisdiction. 

Plaintiffs also allege that they will be injured by the 2013 Amendment.  However, their 

claimed injuries are remote, speculative, and not legally cognizable. 

As set forth in detail below, plaintiffs have not satisfied any aspect of the standard for 

preliminary injunctive relief, and their motion should be denied. 
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MEMORANDUM OF LAW 

Allegations and Legal Framework 
 

There are six plaintiffs – two pharmacists (Ouellette and Arnold), three trade associations 

comprised in whole or in part of pharmacists (the Maine Pharmacy Association (“MPA”), the 

Maine Society of Health-System Pharmacists (“MSHP”), and the Retail Association of Maine 

(“RAM”)), and a trade association comprised of drug manufacturers (the Pharmaceutical 

Research and Manufacturers of America (“PhRMA”)).  Docket Entry (“DE”) 1 at ¶¶ 6-11. 

Regulatory framework.  Maine, like other states, has a Board of Pharmacy (“Board”) and 

a licensing program for those persons and businesses seeking to engage in the practice of 

pharmacy in Maine.  See 32 M.R.S. §§ 13701-13835.  Plaintiffs Ouellette and Arnold are Maine-

licensed pharmacists.  DE 1 at ¶¶ 6 & 7. 

At all times relevant to this case, including prior to the enactment of the 2013 

Amendment, the Maine Pharmacy Act did not authorize the licensure of pharmacies located in 

other countries, including Canada.  DE 9-11.  Plaintiffs do not challenge the correctness of that 

legal determination made by both the Board and the Attorney General.  Thus, regardless of the 

2013 Amendment, the Maine Pharmacy Act does not (and did not) provide for the licensure of 

pharmacies located in any other country. 

2013 Amendment to Maine Pharmacy Act.  In 2013, the Maine Legislature reduced the 

reach of the Maine Pharmacy Act by providing that certain conduct would not constitute the 

unlawful practice of pharmacy in Maine.  The Legislature effected this change by amending 32 

M.R.S. § 13731(1) (“Unlawful Practice; Penalties; Injunctions”) so that it now provides: 

It is unlawful for any person to engage in the practice of pharmacy unless licensed to 
practice under this Act, except that 

 
A. Physicians, dentists, veterinarians or other practitioners of the healing arts 

who are licensed under the laws of this State may dispense and administer 
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prescription drugs to their patients in the practice of their respective 
professions where specifically authorized to do so by law; 

 
B. A licensed retail pharmacy that is located in Canada, the United Kingdom of 

Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the Commonwealth of Australia or New 
Zealand that meets its country's statutory and regulatory requirements may 
export prescription drugs by mail or carrier to a resident of this State for that 
resident’s personal use.  A licensed retail pharmacy described in this 
paragraph is exempt from licensure under this Act; and 

 
C. An entity that contracts to provide or facilitate the exportation of prescription 

drugs from a licensed retail pharmacy described in paragraph B may provide 
or facilitate the provision of prescription drugs from that pharmacy by mail or 
carrier to a resident of this State for that resident’s personal use.  An entity 
that provides or facilitates the provision of prescription drugs pursuant to this 
paragraph is exempt from licensure under this Act. 

 
The 2013 Amendment sought to preserve choices for Maine consumers and reduce the reach of 

the Maine Pharmacy Act.  See Public Law 2013, Chapter 373. 

Thus, the 2013 Amendment provides that certain conduct will not constitute the 

unlicensed practice of pharmacy or otherwise violate the Maine Pharmacy Act.  The 2013 

Amendment says nothing about whether that same conduct may violate other Maine laws or 

federal laws, such as the FDCA. 

Thus, contrary to plaintiffs’ repeated mischaracterizations, the 2013 Amendment does not 

affirmatively “authorize” the sale to Maine residents of prescription drugs from pharmacies 

located in foreign countries.  DE 9 at 3, 9, 17, 23, 24 & 25.  The 2013 Amendment says nothing 

about federal law and, despite plaintiffs’ repeated mischaracterizations, it certainly does not “aid 

and abet violations of federal law.”  DE 9 at 1, 19 & 20. 

The 2013 Amendment is a classic example of a State acting to limit the extent of its 

traditional police powers – deciding not to assert its regulatory authority over certain conduct.  

The State has every right to take such a step.  As the Supreme Court has made clear, under the 

Tenth Amendment to the United States Constitution, Maine has no obligation to enact state laws 
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to further the federal policies underlying the FDCA or any federal law.  See Printz v. United 

States, 521 U.S. 898, 933 (1997) (“The Federal Government may not compel the States to enact 

or administer a federal regulatory program.”); New York v. United States, 505 U.S. 144, 188 

(1992) (same).  Thus, Maine is free to choose not to regulate the conduct of pharmacies located 

in other countries – even assuming arguendo those pharmacies may violate federal law, 

including the FDCA.  Plaintiffs may not compel Maine to enact laws to enforce the FDCA or to 

further the FDCA’s policies.  See Printz, 521 U.S. at 933; New York, 505 U.S. at 188. 

Governor LePage did not sign L.D. 171, and it became law on June 27, 2013.  The law 

will become effective on October 9, 2013 – 90 days after the close of the legislative session.1  

Plaintiffs waited several months – until September 10, 2013 – to file this lawsuit, and they filed 

their Motion for a Preliminary Injunction on September 11, 2013.  DE 9. 

None of the plaintiffs alleges that (A) it is a pharmacy located outside the United States 

whose business is burdened by the 2013 Amendment or (B) it plans to facilitate the export of 

prescription drugs into Maine from a pharmacy located outside the United States.  No plaintiff 

alleges that it has engaged or plans to engage in conduct covered by the 2013 Amendment. 

The FDCA.  The FDCA prohibits the introduction into interstate commerce of any 

“adulterated” or “misbranded” drug.  21 U.S.C. § 331(a).  For each “new drug” introduced into 

interstate commerce, the FDA approves the manufacturing process, labeling, and packaging.  21 

U.S.C. § 355(b). 

With respect to the importation of prescription drugs, “[e]xcept as provided in paragraph 

(2) and section 384 of this title, no drug subject to section 353(b) of this title or composed wholly 

or partly of insulin which is manufactured in a State and exported may be imported into the 

                                              
1  Although plaintiffs place great emphasis on the title to LD 171, DE 9 at 1, 10 11, the title is not part of 
the law.  See 1 M.R.S. § 71(10). 
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United States unless the drug is imported by the manufacturer of the drug.”  21 U.S.C. § 

381(d)(1).  There are at least two exceptions to this rule, however.  First, the Secretary of HHS 

may authorize importation for emergency use.  21 U.S.C. § 381(d)(2).  Second, importation may 

be permitted under the Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement, and Modernization Act 

(“MMA”), which is part of the FDCA.  See 21 U.S.C. § 384. 

The MMA expressly contemplates both commercial and individual importation of drugs 

from Canada into the United States.  The MMA provides that the Secretary of HHS “shall 

promulgate regulations permitting pharmacists and wholesalers to import prescription drugs from 

Canada into the United States.”  21 U.S.C. § 384(b).  The MMA also provides that the Secretary 

“may grant to individuals, by regulation or on a case-by-case basis, a waiver of the prohibition of 

importation of a prescription drug or device or class of prescription drugs or devices, under such 

conditions as the Secretary determines to be appropriate.”  21 U.S.C. § 384(j)(2)(A).  As one 

court stated, “[t]hese provisions of the MMA appear to become effective only if the Secretary 

certifies to Congress that importation will be safe and cost-effective” pursuant to 21 U.S.C. § 

384(l).  See Vermont v. Leavitt, 405 F. Supp. 2d 466, 473 (D. Vt. 2004).  To date, however, 

apparently no Secretary of HHS has issued a certification under this subsection.  DE 1 at ¶ 29. 

The FDCA does not have a preemption provision addressing prescription drugs.2  See 

Wyeth v. Levine, 555 U.S. 555, 567 & 574-575 (2012).  To the contrary, when Congress 

amended the FDCA in 1962 to enlarge the FDA’s powers, “it took care to preserve state law.” 

Wyeth, 555 U.S. at 567; see Pub. L. 87–781, §202, 76 Stat. 793 (“Nothing in the amendments 

made by this Act to the [FDCA] shall be construed as invalidating any provision of State law 

                                              
2  The FDCA expressly preempts certain state laws relating to the regulation of non-prescription drugs.  
See 21 U.S.C. § 379r. 
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which would be valid in the absence of such amendments unless there is a direct and positive 

conflict between such amendments and such provision of State law”).   

In Wyeth, 555 U.S. at 581, the Supreme Court held that the FDCA does not expressly or 

impliedly preempt a state’s failure-to-warn tort claims against prescription drug manufacturers.  

The Court found that the FDA had “long maintained that state law offers an additional, and 

important, layer of consumer protection that complements FDA regulation” of prescription 

drugs.  Id. at 578-579.  The FDCA does not license pharmacists or pharmacies. 

As the Supreme Court has made clear, the FDCA “leaves no doubt” that only the federal 

government, not a private litigant, is authorized to file suit for noncompliance with the FDCA’s 

provisions.  See Buckman, 531 U.S. at 349 n.4.  The FDCA provides that, with exceptions not 

relevant here, “all such proceedings for the enforcement, or to restrain violations, of this chapter 

shall be by and in the name of the United States.”  21 U.S.C. § 337(a). 

Although plaintiffs seek to portray prescription drugs sold by foreign pharmacies as 

inherently harmful and those sold in this country as uniformly safe, the issue is not so clear-cut.  

For instance, the legislative record shows that the City of Portland “did not experience a single 

incident of prescription error or health risk from utilization of the mail order program” involving 

CanaRX between 2004 and 2012.3  DE 9-14.  The City also pointed out the substantial savings 

from its program.  Id.  In contrast, more than 500,000 people suffered “adverse events” (died or 

suffered serious injuries) in 2011 as a result of taking FDA-approved drugs.4  http://www.fda.gov/ 

                                              
3  Prescription drugs sold in this country are often produced in foreign countries with minimal FDA 
oversight and then shipped back to the United States.  http://www.pewhealth.org/projects/drug-safety-
project-85899367217 (last visited Oct. 1, 2013); see Exh. 1 at 7. 
4  There have been many other recent problems with prescription drugs sold in this country.  See, e.g., 
http://www.boston.com/lifestyle/health/specials/meninigits_coverage/ (adulterated drugs sold by New 
England Compounding Center) (last visited Sept. 30, 2013); http://www.nabp.net/news/unapproved-and-
adulterated-drugs-seized-from-new-jersey-manufacturer-at-fda-request (adulterated and unapproved 
prescription drugs sold by New Jersey manufacturer) (last visited Sept. 30, 2013). 
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drugs/guidancecomplianceregulatoryinformation/surveillance/adversedrugeffects/ucm070461.htm 

(last visited Oct. 2, 2013).5 

Complaint and Declarations.  A district court should not issue an injunction based on 

mere allegations and conclusory affidavits.  See American Passage Media Corp. v. Cass 

Communications, Inc., 750 F.2d 1470, 1473-74 (9th Cir. 1985) (reversing grant of preliminary 

injunction of alleged antitrust violations that were supported by conclusory affidavits of 

plaintiffs’ executives); Oakland Tribune, Inc. v. Chronicle Pub. Co., 762 F.2d 1374, 1377 (9th 

Cir. 1985) (affirming denial of preliminary injunction of antitrust violations that were supported 

by conclusory affidavits).  Although defendants recognize that district courts overseeing 

preliminary injunction proceedings may accept hearsay that may not meet all the requirements of 

the Federal Rules of Evidence, the record must still be of sufficient evidentiary quality to support 

the Court’s decision.  Asseo v. Pan American Grain Co., 805 F.2d 23, 25-26 (1st Cir. 1986).   

The “Legal and Factual Background” to plaintiffs’ PI Motion, based largely on plaintiffs’ 

Declarations (which are in many respects identical to each other), contains much speculation but 

few real facts.  Instead, it mischaracterizes the 2013 Amendment, describes portions of federal 

law, asserts improper opinions, and makes conclusory assertions based on chains of 

hypotheticals about harm that allegedly will befall Maine patients.  DE 9 at 2-13.  In deciding 

plaintiffs’ motion, the Court should not consider those portions of the Declarations that lack a 

sufficient foundation or are not shown to be based on a witness’s personal knowledge. 

                                              
5  The FDA cautions that there is no “certainty” the adverse event was caused by the product because the 
FDA does not require that a causal relationship between a product and an adverse event be proven, and 
reports do not always contain enough detail to properly evaluate an event.  See http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/ 
GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Surveillance/AdverseDrugEffects/default.htm (last visited 
Oct. 2, 2013).  The majority of the reported adverse events came from the United States. 
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ARGUMENT 

A preliminary injunction “is an extraordinary and drastic remedy.”  Munaf v. Geren, 553 

U.S. 674, 689-690 (2008) (citations and quotations omitted).  Plaintiffs’ burden here is well-

established – they must show (1) they are likely to succeed on the merits; (2) they would suffer 

immediate, irreparable harm absent injunctive relief; (3) the harm to plaintiffs in the absence of 

an injunction would exceed that to defendants if the injunction is granted; and (4) the public 

interest is better served by granting the injunction than by denying it.  See New Comm. Wireless 

Servs., Inc. v. Sprintcom, Inc., 287 F.3d 1, 8-9 (1st Cir. 2002).  If plaintiffs fail to provide 

sufficient evidence of all these factors, preliminary injunctive relief will not be granted.  See 

Pharmaceutical Research & Mfrs. of Am. v. Concannon, 249 F.3d 66, 72 (1st Cir. 2001), aff’d 

sub nom. Pharmaceutical Research & Mfrs. of Am. v. Walsh, 538 U.S. 644 (2003) (“PhRMA v. 

Walsh”).  Likelihood of success on the merits is the overarching issue.  The 2013 Amendment is 

presumptively valid.  See PhRMA v. Walsh, 538 U.S. at 661. 

I. Plaintiffs failed to show a likelihood of success on the merits. 
 

As an initial matter, for the reasons stated in defendants’ Motion to Dismiss, plaintiffs 

lack standing.  Plaintiffs’ PI Motion should be denied on that ground alone. 

Even assuming arguendo the Court rules that plaintiffs have standing, plaintiffs have not 

shown a likelihood of success on the merits of their claims that the 2013 Amendment violates the 

Supremacy Clause and the foreign Commerce Clause. 

A. The 2013 Amendment is not preempted by the FDCA. 
 

Plaintiffs claim that the 2013 Amendment is preempted by the FDCA and thus violates 

the Supremacy Clause.  The 2013 Amendment, however, does not conflict at all with the FDCA 

and thus is not expressly or impliedly preempted. 
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Preemption may be either express or implied.  Plaintiffs do not claim that the 2013 

Amendment is expressly preempted by the FDCA.  There are two basic types of implied 

preemption:  (A) “field” preemption, where the federal framework regulating the field at issue is 

so pervasive as to make reasonable the inference that Congress left no room for states to 

supplement that area of law, and (B) “conflict” preemption.  Gade v. National Solid Wastes 

Mgmt. Ass’n, 505 U.S. 88, 98 (1992).  In turn, there are two basic types of “conflict” preemption 

– (1) where compliance with both federal and state regulations is a “physical impossibility”; and 

(2) where state law “stands as an obstacle” to the accomplishment and execution of the full 

purposes and objectives of Congress (“obstacle preemption”).  Id.  

There is a presumption against preemption.  The court must “start[ ] with the basic 

assumption that Congress did not intend to displace state law.”  Maryland v. Louisiana, 451 U.S. 

725, 746 (1981).  The fact that Congress has not enacted a preemption provision for prescription 

drugs cuts against all of plaintiffs’ preemption arguments.  See Wyeth, 555 U.S. at 574-575 (“If 

Congress thought state-law suits posed an obstacle to its objectives, it surely would have enacted 

an express pre-emption provision at some point during the FDCA’s 70-year history”). 

In their PI Motion, plaintiffs assert three different preemption claims:  field preemption 

(DE 9 at 18-20), what plaintiffs call “conflict” preemption, citing Gade, 505 U.S. at 109 (DE 9 at 

20-22), and “obstacle” preemption (DE 9 at 22-26).  Before addressing plaintiffs’ preemption 

claims, it is worth emphasizing what the 2013 Amendment does and what it does not do.  The 

2013 Amendment provides that certain conduct will not constitute the unlicensed practice of 

pharmacy in Maine or otherwise violate the Maine Pharmacy Act.  The 2013 Amendment says 

nothing about whether that same conduct may violate other Maine law or violate the FDCA. 
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We begin with a basic proposition:  a state is not required by the Constitution to regulate 

any particular industry.  A state can simply choose not to regulate.  The crux of plaintiffs’ 

lawsuit is the proposition that they can require a state to affirmatively regulate pharmacies in 

accordance with plaintiffs’ view of federal law where that state has chosen not to regulate.  No 

court of which defendants are aware has ever adopted such an extraordinary principle. 

The 2013 Amendment is a classic example of a state acting to limit the extent of its 

traditional police powers – deciding not to assert its regulatory authority over certain conduct.  

The State of Maine has every right to take such steps.  To the extent that plaintiffs seek to require 

the State to enact laws to further the policies underlying the FDCA, plaintiffs run afoul of the 

Tenth Amendment.  See Printz, 521 U.S. at 933 (under Tenth Amendment, states may not be 

compelled “to enact or administer a federal regulatory program”); New York, 505 U.S. at 188 

(same).  Thus, Maine is free to choose not to regulate the conduct of pharmacies located in other 

countries – even if those pharmacies may engage in conduct that violates the FDCA.  There is no 

constitutional principle that requires that a state regulate pharmacies (or any other industry). 

1. Field preemption.  Field preemption occurs when Congress implicitly withdraws 

the states’ power to regulate in an area by creating a regulatory system so pervasive and complex 

that it leaves “no room” for the states to regulate the subject matter covered by the federal law.  

See Massachusetts Med. Soc’y v. Dukakis, 815 F.2d 790, 791 (1st Cir. 1987) (quoting Rice v. 

Santa Fe Elevator Corp., 331 U.S. 218, 230 (1947)).  Plaintiffs’ field preemption claim fails. 

Plaintiffs claim that Congress and the FDA have occupied the fields of “commerce with 

foreign nations” and “pharmaceutical importation.”  DE 9 at 18-20.  Again, no court of which 

defendants are aware has ruled that a state ran afoul of field preemption where it chose not to 

regulate in a field, as Maine did here.  Field preemption comes into play only when a state has 
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chosen to regulate a particular business or industry sector.  Field preemption does not require that 

Maine regulate pharmacies in certain countries.  The federal government is left to regulate them 

freely as it sees fit.  Not surprisingly, plaintiffs have identified no case finding field preemption as 

to a state law that, like the 2013 Amendment, lessened the reach of a state’s regulatory authority. 

The “field” at issue here, moreover, is the licensure and regulation of pharmacists and 

pharmacies.  That is what the 2013 Amendment covers.  And that field is primarily and 

historically a matter of state law.  Congress did not address the licensure of pharmacists or 

pharmacies in the FDCA.  Furthermore, “[t]he FDA long maintained that state law offers an 

additional, and important, layer of consumer protection that complements FDA regulation.”  

Wyeth, 555 U.S. at 577-579.  In Wyeth, 555 U.S. at 560, plaintiffs’ field preemption claim was 

rejected by the trial court, and plaintiffs did not bother to press it on appeal. 

Statements by FDA officials in letters that the FDCA preempts state laws “authorizing” 

the licensure of foreign pharmacies, see e.g., DE 9-2, are entitled to no weight here.  See Wyeth, 

555 U.S. at 577-579 (Court did not defer to preamble in 2006 FDA regulation stating FDA’s 

view on preemption of state law).  In any event, the 2013 Amendment does not “authorize” the 

licensure of any foreign pharmacies.  By enacting the 2013 Amendment, the State of Maine 

lessened the reach of its regulation of pharmacies.  Maine chose not to regulate these pharmacies.  

Such a law does not conflict with the FDCA, and federal law does not occupy the field at issue. 

Under the logic of plaintiffs’ field preemption argument, the State of Maine would lack 

the authority to charge any foreign-based pharmacy (even one in Canada) with unlicensed 

practice – because Congress and the FDA had allegedly occupied the field.  Such a result is 

directly contrary to what plaintiffs seek in this case and unsupported by case law. 
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The state laws in the cases relied on by plaintiffs either (A) were not preempted or (B) do 

not resemble the 2013 Amendment.  Plaintiffs appear to rely on Massachusetts Medical Society 

v. Dukakis, 815 F.2d 790.  DE 9 at 18.  In that case, however, which involved a Massachusetts 

law that prohibited physicians from “balance billing” Medicare patients, the First Circuit rejected 

plaintiffs’ preemption claims, including a field preemption claim.  Id. at 793-797.  

In Altria Group, Inc. v. Good, 555 U.S. 70, 72-73, 91 (2008), also relied upon by 

plaintiffs, DE 9 at 18, cigarette smokers sued a tobacco products manufacturer, alleging that the 

manufacturer’s claims that its product was “light” and had “lowered tar and nicotine” were 

misrepresentations under Maine Unfair Trade Practices Act (“MUTPA”).  The Supreme Court 

held that state-law claims under the MUTPA were not preempted by federal law.  Id.  The Court 

rejected defendants’ “field preemption” claim.  Id. 

In Arizona v. United States, the Court ruled that part of an Arizona law was preempted, 

relying on “field preemption” doctrine.  132 S. Ct. 2492, 2501-2503 (2012).  The Court did so 

because it found that Congress has “occupied the field” of alien registration and thus “even 

complementary state regulation” was not allowed.  Here, Congress has not “occupied the field” 

of licensing pharmacies (or prescription drugs).  Thus, the 2013 Amendment, which lessens the 

reach of the Maine Pharmacy Act, cannot possibly be in conflict with the FDCA.   

2. Conflict preemption.  Plaintiffs rely on McCulloch v. Maryland, 4 Wheat. 316, 

427 (1819), and Gade, 505 U.S. 88, for the proposition that a state law is preempted when it 

“directly conflicts with a federal statute.”  DE 9 at 20.  This claim fails because conflict 

preemption prevents a state from regulating in a particular fashion – it does not require a state to 

regulate.  Here, the 2013 Amendment simply left certain pharmacies to be regulated by federal 

law or other Maine laws.  The 2013 Amendment does not “directly conflict” with the FDCA. 
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Moreover, neither case applies here.  McCulloch is the landmark case involving a 

Maryland law that purported to tax banks not chartered in Maryland, which would include the 

Second Bank of the United States.  The state law was struck down, in part based on the 

Supremacy Clause.  Nothing remotely like that is at issue here.  Maine is not regulating or taxing 

the out-of-state entities.  Gade is an “obstacle” preemption case – as shown below, the 2013 

Amendment is not preempted under that doctrine. 

Other cases cited by plaintiffs do not involve preemption.  DE 9 at 20 (citing Vermont v. 

Leavitt, 405 F. Supp.2d 466 (D. Vt. 2004) and Montgomery County v. Leavitt, 445 F. Supp. 2d 

505 (D. Md. 2006)).  Both cases involved challenges to actions by the Secretary of HHS under 

the federal Administrative Procedures Act. 

3. Obstacle preemption.  The 2013 Amendment does not “stand as an obstacle” to 

the policies underlying the FDCA.  Plaintiffs again rely on Massachusetts Medical Society, 815 

F.2d at 793-797, DE 9 at 22, where the First Circuit rejected plaintiffs’ obstacle preemption 

claim.  The other obstacle preemption cases on which plaintiffs rely involve state laws that, 

unlike the 2013 Amendment, affirmatively authorized conduct that was prohibited by federal 

law.  See, e.g., Michigan Canners & Freezers Ass’n v. Agricultural Marketing & Bargaining Bd., 

467 U.S. 461, 478 (1984); Emerald Steel Fabricators, Inc. v. Bureau of Labor & Indus., 230 

P.3d 518, 519-520, 528-537 (Ore. 2010).  Plaintiffs identified no case in which a court has found 

obstacle preemption as to a state law that lessened the reach of a state’s regulatory authority.   

For all these reasons, plaintiffs have not shown a likelihood of success on their claims 

that the 2013 Amendment is preempted. 
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B. The 2013 Amendment does not violate the foreign Commerce Clause. 
 
Plaintiffs claim that the 2013 Amendment violates the foreign Commerce Clause’s 

requirement that the federal government “speak[] with one voice in the area of international 

pharmaceutical trade.”  DE 1 at ¶ 79; see DE 9 at 14-17.  Plaintiffs also claim that the 2013 

Amendment facially discriminates against foreign commerce.  DE 9 at 17-18.  Neither of 

plaintiffs’ foreign Commerce Clause theories has merit. 

The foreign Commerce Clause is concerned with state laws that discriminate against 

foreign commerce or that excessively interfere with foreign affairs.  See, e.g., Antilles Cement 

Corp. v. Fortuno, 670 F.3d 310, 316-318, 326-328 (1st Cir. 2012) (plaintiff imported foreign 

cement burdened by Puerto Rico law that imposed labeling and other requirements on such 

cement); National Foreign Trade Council v. Natsios, 181 F.3d 38, 61-71 (1st Cir. 1999) (plaintiff 

harmed by Massachusetts law that restricted Massachusetts agencies from purchasing goods 

from those who, like plaintiff’s members, engaged in business with Burma), aff’d on other 

grounds, 530 U.S. 363 (2000). 

Unlike those plaintiffs, however, plaintiffs filed this lawsuit because they are upset that 

the 2013 Amendment allegedly “authorizes” foreign commerce at the expense of in-state 

commerce.  DE 1 at ¶¶ 1, 51, 58 & 65.  Even assuming that were true, however, the 2013 

Amendment does not violate the foreign Commerce Clause. 

Realizing that their PI Motion and Complaint are premised on the allegation that the 2013 

Amendment favors foreign commerce at the expense of in-state commerce, plaintiffs seek to rely 

on 160-year old dictum from Cooley v. Board of Wardens, 53 U.S. 299, 317 (1851), where the 

Supreme Court in passing noted that “discriminations favorable or adverse to commerce with 

particular foreign nations, might be created by state laws regulating pilotage.”  DE 9 at 14-15.  
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However, in Cooley, the Court upheld the constitutionality of a Pennsylvania pilotage fee to 

which the plaintiff was subject.  Cooley, 53 U.S. at 312, 315-321.   

Moreover, plaintiffs failed to identify any case in which a court struck down on foreign 

Commerce Clause grounds a state law that allegedly authorized foreign commerce at the expense 

of in-state commerce, i.e., a law that discriminated in favor of foreign commerce.  Such laws do 

not offend the foreign Commerce Clause’s concern regarding protectionist acts by states.  See, 

e.g., Fujitsu IT Holdings, Inc. v. Franchise Tax Bd.,120 Cal. App.4th 459, 481-484 (2004) 

(relying in part on trial court’s ruling that challenged state tax law “favors foreign commerce, 

rather than discriminating against it,” court of appeal held that state law that taxed dividends 

from foreign subsidiaries did not violate foreign Commerce Clause). 

Plaintiffs also claim the 2013 Amendment excessively interferes with foreign affairs and 

thus impairs the federal government’s ability to “speak with one voice in the area of international 

pharmaceutical trade.”  DE 1 at ¶ 79; see DE 9 at 14-15.  The 2013 Amendment does not 

regulate the “international pharmaceutical trade,” however; it merely lessens the reach of the 

State’s unlicensed practice of pharmacy law.  The licensure of pharmacies is primarily a matter 

of state law. The foreign Commerce Clause has never been used to require a state to regulate a 

foreign-based entity in a particular fashion. 

Furthermore, as plaintiffs concede, the “one voice” doctrine “is a species of preemption 

analysis.”  DE 9 at 14 (quoting Container Corp. of Am. v. Franchise Tax Bd., 463 U.S. 159, 194 

(1983)).  And as shown above, the 2013 Amendment is not preempted by the FDCA or any other 

federal law.  In short, the 2013 Amendment does not violate any “federal uniformity” or “one 

voice” requirement because there is no uniform federal law regarding the licensure or regulation 

of pharmacies or pharmacists with which the 2013 Amendment interferes. 
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The cases on which plaintiffs rely do not support their foreign Commerce Clause claim.  

DE 9 at 14-18.  In National Foreign Trade Council, 34 members of the plaintiff trade association 

were on the State of Massachusetts’ “restricted purchase list” and thus directly harmed by the 

state law at issue because they could not bid on Massachusetts contracts on an equal basis with 

those who were not on that list.  181 F.3d at 48-49.  In Board of Trustees of University of Illinois 

v. United States, 289 U.S. 48 (1933), on which plaintiffs rely heavily, DE 9 at 16, the university 

was subject to federal customs duties that it paid under protest and challenged in court, insisting 

that, as an instrumentality of the State of Illinois discharging a governmental function, it was 

entitled to import the articles duty-free.  See also Cooley, 53 U.S. at 312, 315-321 (Court upheld 

Pennsylvania pilotage fee to which plaintiff was subject).  None of these cases involves a state 

law that lessened the state’s regulatory authority and caused harm by allegedly allowing more 

foreign commerce at the expense of in-state commerce. 

The other cases cited by plaintiff involve state tax laws that burdened foreign commerce.  

See, e.g., Japan Line, Ltd. v. County of Los Angeles, 441 U.S. 434, 437-438 (1979) (California 

tax subjected plaintiff to multiple taxation); Kraft Gen. Foods, Inc. v. Iowa Dep’t of Rev. & Fin., 

505 U.S. 71, 75-76 (1992) (Iowa tax statute to which plaintiff was subject treated dividends 

received from foreign subsidiaries less favorably than dividends received from domestic 

subsidiaries); cf. Container, 463 U.S. at 173-175 (plaintiff challenged California income tax law 

to which it was subject; Court upheld the law). 

Finally, not every state law that happens to mention a foreign country facially 

discriminates against foreign commerce, as plaintiffs appear to claim.  DE 9 at 17-18.  As an 

initial matter, as explained in defendants’ Motion to Dismiss, plaintiffs lack standing to complain 

that the 2013 Amendment provides that pharmacies from certain countries, but not others, are not 
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subject to the Maine Pharmacy Act’s unlawful practice provision.  Plaintiffs’ alleged injuries 

have nothing to do with the fact that the 2013 Amendment does not include pharmacies from all 

foreign countries; they arise instead from plaintiffs’ view that the 2013 Amendment allows the 

sale of prescription drugs from foreign-licensed pharmacies to Maine patients at the expense of 

in-state sales made by plaintiffs.  DE 1 at ¶¶ 1, 51, 58 & 65. 

In any event, when a state law merely has “foreign resonances, but does not implicate 

foreign affairs,” the foreign Commerce Clause does not apply absent “some explicit directive 

from Congress.”  See Container, 463 U.S. at 194 (“if a state tax merely has foreign resonances, 

but does not implicate foreign affairs, we cannot infer, ‘[absent] some explicit directive from 

Congress, ... that treatment of foreign income at the federal level mandates identical treatment by 

the States.’”) (quotations and citations omitted).  In Container, 463 U.S. at 194-197, the Court 

held that a California tax statute had merely “foreign resonances” and did not violate the foreign 

Commerce Clause.  The tax treated Container Corp. and all its foreign corporate subsidiaries as a 

single “unitary business” and imposed California income tax on the aggregate income of all those 

corporations, including foreign subsidiaries.  California’s method of taxation differed sharply 

from the methods used by the federal government in taxing Container Corp. and by the relevant 

foreign jurisdictions in taxing the various subsidiaries. The Court nonetheless held that the 

California tax did not violate the foreign Commerce Clause, relying in large part on its conclusion 

that the tax was not preempted by federal law and did not violate a “clear federal directive” – even 

though the California tax differed substantially from federal law.  Id. at 196-197. 

As in Container, the 2013 Amendment is not preempted by federal law and does not 

violate a “clear federal directive.”  There is no uniform federal law regulating the licensure or 

practice of pharmacies or pharmacists – it is primarily a matter of state law.  The 2013 
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Amendment does not implicate United States foreign affairs.  As in Container, “the foreign 

policy of the United States, whose nuances, we must emphasize again, are much more the 

province of the Executive Branch and Congress than of this Court – is not seriously threatened” 

by Maine’s decision to lessen the scope of its unlicensed practice of pharmacy statute.  See 

Container, 463 U.S. at 196. 

For all these reasons, plaintiffs have not shown a likelihood of success on their claim that 

the 2013 Amendment violates the foreign Commerce Clause.6 

II. An injunction is not needed to prevent immediate, irreparable harm to plaintiffs. 
 

Plaintiffs bear the burden of demonstrating immediate and irreparable harm in the 

absence of an injunction.  Charlesbank Equity Fund II v. Blinds to Go, Inc., 370 F.3d 151, 162 

(1st Cir. 2004).  They must show a likelihood of irreparable harm “before a decision on the merits 

can be rendered.”  Voice of the Arab World, Inc. v. MDTW Med. News Now, Inc., 645 F.3d 26, 

32 (1st Cir. 2011) (quoting 11A Wright & Miller § 2948.1, at 139).  Plaintiffs’ showing must be 

“grounded on something more than conjecture, surmise, or a party’s unsubstantiated fears of 

what the future may have in store.”  Charlesbank, 370 F.3d at 162 (“tenuous or overly 

speculative forecast of anticipated harm” does not show irreparable injury); Maine Educ. Ass’n 

Benefits Trust v. Cioppa, 842 F. Supp. 2d 386, 395 (D. Me. 2012) (same).  Preliminary injunctive 

relief should be denied where harm is “not present or immediate but merely problematic, 

conditioned on possible future events.”  See In re Microsoft Corp. Antitrust Litig., 333 F.3d 517, 

530 (4th Cir. 2003) (citations omitted). 

                                              
6  Any alleged “discrimination” in the 2013 Amendment (i.e., distinguishing among countries in 
the reach of the unlicensed practice provision in the Maine Pharmacy Act) advances legitimate 
local purposes (i.e., preserving choices for Maine consumers and reducing the reach of the Maine 
Pharmacy Act) that cannot be adequately served by reasonable, “nondiscriminatory” alternatives.  
See Maine v. Taylor, 477 U.S. 131, 138 (1986). 
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No plaintiff has shown that he or she is at risk of imminent and irreparable harm from the 

2013 Amendment.  Instead, plaintiffs’ claimed injuries are remote and speculative. 

Plaintiffs allege five different irreparable injuries.  First, they claim that the 2013 

Amendment poses a “serious health risk” to Maine patients that “Congress and the FDA have 

constantly sought to prevent.”  DE 9 at 26.  Plaintiffs speculate that in the future a Maine patient 

may obtain prescription drugs from a foreign source that “may not have been approved by the 

FDA,” “may be misbranded, adulterated, counterfeit, or not properly handled,” and “may pose 

significant health risks to Maine patients who use them.”  DE 9-20 at ¶¶ 18-19; DE 9-21 at ¶¶ 

17-18 (emphases added).  They also conjecture that foreign pharmacies “may not properly warn 

Maine patients” about the prescription drugs that they may purchase.  DE 9-20 at ¶ 19 

(Ouellette); DE 9-21 at ¶ 18 (Arnold) (emphasis added).  Based on this conjecture, which 

plaintiffs implicitly concede may or may not happen, plaintiffs jump to the conclusion that the 

2013 Amendment “directly poses the serious health risk” that “individuals will suffer adverse 

medical consequences due to the use of foreign pharmaceuticals.”  DE 9 at 26. 

Plaintiffs’ alleged injury is based on pure speculation and involves harm to third persons.  

See Charlesbank, 370 F.3d at 162 (“tenuous or overly speculative forecast of anticipated harm” 

does not show irreparable injury); In re Microsoft Corp. Antitrust Litig., 333 F.3d at 530 

(preliminary relief should be denied where harm is “not present or immediate but merely 

problematic, conditioned on possible future events”).  Moreover, the City of Portland “did not 

experience a single incident of prescription error or health risk from utilization of the mail order 

program” involving CanaRX between 2004 and 2012.  DE 9-14.  Plaintiffs failed to identify any 

past problems similar to those it alleges even though importation was ongoing for many years. 
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Plaintiffs’ second claim to irreparable injury is that the 2013 Amendment violates the 

FDCA.  DE 9 at 26-27.  Citing Friends of Magurrewock, Inc. v. United States Army Corps of 

Engineers, 498 F. Supp. 2d 365, 377 (D. Me. 2007), plaintiffs argue that, since a violation of the 

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) may constitute irreparable injury under certain 

circumstances (though there was no NEPA violation found in Friends of Magurrewock), a 

violation of the FDCA must constitute irreparable injury. 

This argument fails for several reasons.  As an initial matter, the 2013 Amendment does 

not violate the FDCA; it merely lessens the reach of Maine’s unlicensed practice of pharmacy 

law.  Furthermore, the federal government is the only one authorized to file suit for 

noncompliance with the FDCA’s provisions, see Buckman, 531 U.S. at 349 n.4, and any alleged 

violation of FDCA would not be a cognizable injury to plaintiffs in any event.  Plaintiffs failed to 

cite any case holding, or even intimating, that a state law (or state action) that violates the FDCA 

constitutes irreparable injury – particularly when, as here, plaintiffs are not planning to take any 

action that would make them subject to that state law. 

Plaintiffs’ third claim to irreparable injury is that the 2013 Amendment “interferes with 

their ability to provide their constituents with safe and legal medications.”  DE 9 at 27.  Plaintiffs 

allege that the 2013 Amendment “creates informational deficits and undermines the ability of 

licensed Maine pharmacists and pharmacies to discharge their legal, ethical, and fiduciary duties 

to protect their patients from potentially deadly misuse of prescription drugs.”  E.g., DE 9-20 at ¶ 

21; DE 9-21 at ¶ 20.  Plaintiffs complain that “foreign pharmacists do not suffer” from “any 

regulatory burden” and thus do not labor “under the same handicap” as plaintiffs do.  DE 9 at 27. 

This claimed injury is based on conjecture.  Moreover, most foreign countries have laws 

and regulations covering the sale of prescription drugs and the licensure of pharmacies.  See e.g., 
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“Health Canada” website (federal department in Canada similar to FDA), available at 

http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/index-eng.php (last visited on Sept. 23, 2013).  In any event, even if 

those foreign businesses did not suffer from any Maine “regulatory burden,” it is the Maine 

Legislature’s prerogative, exercising its police power, see Hillsborough County v. Automated 

Medical Laboratories, Inc., 471 U.S. 707, 719 (1985), as to how to regulate or not regulate 

pharmacies in Maine.  The fact that plaintiffs may “labor under” different laws here than 

pharmacies located in other states or countries does not constitute an “irreparable injury.” 

Plaintiffs’ fourth claim to irreparable injury is that the 2013 Amendment will “create[] 

consumer confusion and diminished consumer confidence and goodwill.”  DE 9 at 27-28.  The 

basis for this injury is plaintiffs’ speculation that, at some point after the 2013 Amendment goes 

into effect, “in the event that a mislabeled, adulterated, counterfeit, or expired prescription drug” 

from a foreign pharmacy injures a Maine patient, then that hypothetical injured Maine patient 

“inevitably will blame the manufacturer of the genuine product,” who presumably is one of 

PhRMA’s members.  DE 9-25 at ¶ 13.  This remarkable claim involves a chain of hypotheticals 

that does not come close to establishing an immediate, irreparable injury. 

There is no sound basis in the record for concluding that Maine patients will become 

“confused” as a result of the 2013 Amendment or that they will “inevitably” blame one of 

PhRMA’s members if, hypothetically, those Maine patients were to purchase a mislabeled, 

adulterated, counterfeit, or expired prescription drug from a licensed foreign pharmacy.  See 

Charlesbank, 370 F.3d at 162 (“tenuous or overly speculative forecast of anticipated harm” does 

not show irreparable injury); Maine Educ. Ass’n Benefits Trust, 842 F. Supp. 2d at 395 

(preliminary injunction denied; extent of harm was “debatable” and not imminent). 
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Plaintiffs’ fifth and final irreparable injury is that, if the 2013 Amendment shifts 

“purchasers to other suppliers” in the future, plaintiffs will lose business in an amount that is 

impossible to calculate.  DE 9-20 at ¶ 23; DE 9-21 at ¶ 22.  Such alleged harm is indirect and 

speculative, not immediate and irreparable.  See Charlesbank, 370 F.3d at 162;  Maine Educ. 

Ass’n Benefits Trust, 842 F. Supp. 2d at 395.  “The mere existence of competition is not 

irreparable harm, in the absence of substantiation of severe economic impact.”  Washington 

Metro. Area Transit Comm’n v. Holiday Tours, Inc., 559 F.2d 841, 843 n.3 (D.C. Cir. 1977). 

The cases on which plaintiffs rely bear no resemblance to this case.  To support their 

claims that lost goodwill and “consumer confidence,” and “incalculable” lost revenues, may 

constitute irreparable injury, plaintiffs rely on Ross-Simons of Warwick, Inc. v. Baccarat, Inc., 

102 F.3d 12, 9-10 (1st Cir. 1996), and Ross-Simons of Warwick, Inc. v. Baccarat, Inc., 217 F.3d 

8, 13-14 (1st Cir. 2000).  DE 9 at 27-28.  In Ross-Simons, both plaintiff and defendant sold 

expensive lines of crystal, and the defendant Baccarat breached its agreement with plaintiff by 

refusing to allow plaintiff to sell its products.  The First Circuit twice affirmed the district court’s 

grant of injunctive relief to Ross-Simons.  The district court had found that Ross-Simons showed 

that, absent an injunction, it would lose incalculable revenues and would sustain harm to its 

goodwill.  This finding was based on two subsidiary findings.  First, due to the uniqueness of 

Baccarat crystal, Ross-Simons’s bridal registry business would suffer without the availability of 

Baccarat.  The resulting damage, including lost sales of other registry items, alienation of future 

registrants, and harm to its reputation, would be impossible to quantify.  Second, when Baccarat 

stopped filling Ross-Simons’ orders, Ross-Simons already had printed and distributed millions of 

copies of its 1996 catalog, and that catalog held Ross-Simons out as an authorized seller of 
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Baccarat crystal.  The court found that the inability to supply products as advertised would cause 

immeasurable damage to goodwill that Ross-Simons had created over the years.   

In affirming the district court’s grant of injunctive relief, the First Circuit stated that 

“[t]he loss of a prestigious brand or product line may create a threat of irreparable injury if it is 

likely that customers (or prospective customers) will turn to competitors who do not labor under 

the same handicap.” Id. at 20.  The “handicap” faced by Ross-Simons (its inability to obtain 

Baccarat crystal to sell) bears no resemblance whatsoever to plaintiffs’ alleged “handicap” here 

(differing regulatory requirements in various jurisdictions). 

In Automatic Radio Manufacturing Co. v. Ford Motor Co., 390 F.3d 113, 116-117 (1st 

Cir. 1968), the court affirmed the denial of plaintiff’s motion for a preliminary injunction, but 

noted in dictum that a retailer’s inability to supply a full line of products due to antitrust 

violations might constitute irreparable injury.  Here, however, plaintiffs have not shown (or 

alleged) an inability to supply a full line of their products; they allege that they may make fewer 

sales in the future because Maine patients may decide to buy their prescription drugs elsewhere. 

In Vaqueria Tres Monjitas, Inc. v. Irizarry, 587 F.3d 464, 485 (1st Cir. 2009), an 

unconstitutional governmental framework regulating the milk processing industry in Puerto Rico 

“shifted purchasers to other suppliers” and away from plaintiffs.  The government controlled the 

price at which plaintiffs sold their raw milk, and plaintiffs were forced to subsidize the 

government’s milk production.  Id.  The regulatory framework undercut plaintiffs’ goodwill and 

at the same time propped up their competitors.  That direct impact, among other factors, 

supported the district court’s finding of irreparable harm in Vaqueria Tres Monjitas.  587 F.3d at 

484-486.  The harm in Vaqueria Tres Monjitas bears no resemblance to the harm alleged by 

plaintiffs here, which arises (allegedly) from the State’s lack of regulation. 
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For all these reasons, plaintiffs have not shown that an injunction is needed to prevent 

immediate, irreparable harm to them.7 

III. Plaintiffs fail the “balance of harms” and “public interest” prongs of the 
preliminary injunction analysis.  

 
The harm to plaintiffs, if any, is indirect, speculative, and not imminent.  The 2013 

Amendment Act does not force them to alter their current business practices.  Plaintiffs have 

greatly overstated the actual impact on them of the 2013 Amendment.  Indeed, plaintiffs have 

failed to allege (or show) that the 2013 Amendment even applies to their conduct. The State’s 

interest in preserving choices for Maine consumers and in regulating only that conduct that it 

sees fit to regulate far exceeds any effect on plaintiffs if no injunction is entered. 

Finally, the public interest is best served by giving full effect to the duly enacted laws of 

the State.  Plaintiffs can continue their businesses largely unaffected by the 2013 Amendment 

during the pendency of the suit and beyond. 

None of the cases cited by plaintiffs support their argument that the balance-of-harms and 

public interest favors an injunction.  In National Org. for Marriage v. Daluz, 654 F.3d 115, 117 

(1st Cir. 2011), the First Circuit upheld the denial of plaintiff’s motion for a preliminary 

injunction.  In Boston Duck Tours, LP v. Super Duck Tours, LLC, 531 F3d 1, 11 (1st Cir. 2008), 

the First Circuit reversed the district court’s grant of preliminary injunctive relief.  In CMM 

Cable Rep., Inc. v. Ocean Cost Properties, Inc., 48 F.3d 618, 620 (1st Cir. 1995), the district 

court granted plaintiff’s motion for a preliminary injunction only in part, and plaintiff appealed.  

The First Circuit dismissed plaintiff’s appeal as moot.  None of these cases supports any claim 

that the balance-of-harms and public interest favor an injunction here. 

                                              
7  Plaintiffs also contend that their alleged monetary damages constitute irreparable harm due to the 
State’s sovereign immunity.  DE 9 at 29.   However, plaintiffs have not alleged that any state official has 
done anything that would warrant awarding plaintiffs any monetary damages. 
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CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated above, plaintiffs’ motion for a preliminary injunction should be 

denied. 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
Dated:  October 2, 2013   JANET T. MILLS 
      ATTORNEY GENERAL 
 
      /s/Thomas A. Knowlton____ 
      PAUL STERN 
      Deputy Attorney General 

THOMAS A. KNOWLTON 
      Assistant Attorney General 
      Office of Attorney General 
      6 State House Station 
      Augusta, ME 04333-0006 
      (207) 626-8832 
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